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About Me

Skill-sets

My career as a Graphic Designer and

Platforms

Branding specialist has always been one
born out of a passion for creative problem
solving and story telling. Over nine years of
freelance and in house creative experience
has instilled a strong ethic of self motivation
combined with my own high standard for
work quality and attention to detail. I take
pride in all my work and strive to ensure
that my passion and the passion of my

PC/Mac

Creative Programs
Experience Design
Photoshop
Illustrator
Indesign
Acrobat

Expertise

Creative/Art Direction
Brand Identity Creation & Management
Print & Digital Editorial Layout
UI Design
Packaging Design
Photo Manipulation & Retouching
Copy Writing

Word

team shines through.

Education

References

allot time apart from it to maximize creative

Attended Pacific University 2005-2009

If you would like to speak with a reference,

clarity. Outside of the office I like to take

under Fine Arts Major (school did not

please do not hesitate to ask.

time to read up on the experiences and

provide Graphic Arts major at the time).

wisdom of other professional creatives, as

Completed all available Graphic Arts

well as spend time with my girlfriend and

related courses.

As much as I love the challenges of each
day’s work, I find it is vitally necessary to

our dogs and horses.
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Employment
Feb, 2017 - Feb, 2018

Oct, 2008 - May, 2016

PvP Live // Creative Director

Other Creative Positions

My work with PvP Live started with rebranding the business to better fit the new SaaS model

Blackstone Edge Studios // In-House

as well as creating the online platform’s layout, user flows, and UI. Maintaining both identity

Design

and platform would be a day to day requirement in addition to managing a small creative team.

Design lead for studio and clientele branded

Our team was responsible for creating deliverables for Marketing and Sales in various formats.
These tasks often required working directly with 3rd party client department heads for such
companies as Lenovo, Kingston Technology, Blue Hole Studio and more.
May, 2016 - Jan, 2017

Avyd Inc. // Creative Director
My role with Avyd was to establish and maintain the brand’s identity across all touchpoints, both
internal and external. My work included the ideation and creation of the brand’s name, visual
identity, marketing collateral, the products’ UI design, as well as branded copy and tone of voice
across all of these. My day to day required flexibility to work with any and all departments of the
company from the CEO down, combined with the self initiative to seek out areas of the brand
and products that warrant review and exploration.

touchpoints. Much of client work involved
heavy photo manipulation and retouching
for use in corporate cataloging and interior
design magazines in the greater Portland
area.
Real Food Real Life // Freelance Design
Responsible for managing and updating
product packaging in compliance with FDA
regulations.
WebMDT // Freelance Design
Contract hire for a wide range of web

Aug, 2013 - May, 2016

Trinity Studios // Brand Design Director
Trinity is a full service remote branding and design firm founded in the D.C. metro area. As lead
designer and director of brand application, I worked hands on with all new clientele, in addition
to managing a small team of designers and developers. I worked with the Brand Strategy
Director to help articulate unique brand ideals for clients, and then translate those ideals into a
unified visual identity and touchpoints. My efforts also included the rebranding of Trinity Studios
itself, from the ground up starting with the brand’s core fundamentals.

design, email, and UI projects for various
clientele.
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PvP Live // Identity
The repositioning of PvP Live’s brand was a delicate challenge. We took
the brand’s familiar spartanesque helmet insignia and used it to inspire an
upbeat and approachable brand aesthetic that was more in line with what
gamers were coming to associate from SaaS brand’s within the space.
This allowed us to bring life to the visual identity via our new mascot
whom we aptly named “Clutch”, a common gaming term used to identify a
critical play that wins the player the immediate battle.
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PvP Live // Online Platform
PvP Live’s transformation extended to all aspects of the brand, shifting from an Esports media and
news channel to that of a full blown online competition platform. The new SaaS model required
an easily digestible UI combined with user centric task flows that could accommodate complex
functionality on a multitude of screen sizes.
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PvP Live // UI Components
Using Google’s Material Design as a backbone,
a unique but familiar visual language was
constructed to immerse the user further into the
PvP Live brand while improving ease of use.

“

“The site looked and felt great to use. Navigating
the site and all it’s features were super easy and
from the start I never had questions of where to
go to do what I needed to.”

Christopher “Parasite” Duarte
Professional Esports Player
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PvP Live // Marketing & Sales
Our creative team was frequently tasked with
creation of various marketing and sales related
deliverables in the form of social media imagery,
proposal decks, campaign recaps, PowerPoint
presentations and more. Often these projects
required collaboration with outside marketing and
creative departments of our partners and clients.
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Avyd // Identity
The initial challenge was to create an identity positioned towards
competitive gamers of varying communities and skill levels. The name
itself was inspired by the common label “avid gamer”, often applied
to individuals who express a passion for video games and engage in
competition on a frequent basis.
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Avyd // Iconography
Research showed that video game interfaces
by large rely heavily on visual cues, often in the
form of icons. With this in mind, we created a
custom set of over 100 unique icons that would
help to establish a visual language for the Avyd
brand across all its’ interfaces.
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Avyd // Competition Platform
The competition platform is Avyd’s flagship product, providing a hub for
players to compete in both online and live LAN video game competitions
for various prizes. The goal for the UI of the site was to create an intuitive
and more natural overall experience that is more akin to the UI players
are accustomed to within the games themselves. (3 of 75+ pages/views shown)
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Avyd // Competition Platform
In addition to the browser site, a mobile app
for both iOS and Android was explored in the
design stage. As with the website, the goal for
the UI of the mobile app was to create unique
and seamless visual experiences that lend to the
users’ natural flow.
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Avyd // Employee Handbook
Staff are some of the most critical ambassadors that can represent a
brand. The 19 page employee handbook was created with the intent
of not only communicating standard company policies and office
etiquette, but to also convey that Avyd at its roots is about having fun in a
competitive environment.
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JetBlue // Web Design
Promotional landing pages for travel package giveaways via JetBlue and
partners. Promotions ran during the Summer and Fall of 2015.
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Honey Badger // Identity & Packaging
Honey Badger’s rebrand started with clarifying the brand’s purpose and
mission. A new brand essence statement “Naturally Fearless” was formed
to encompass the brands position in the market and overall tone across
all touchpoints. The new brand was applied to marketing collateral, social
media imagery, and product packaging as seen below.
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Centra360 // Web Design
Centra360 is a full service marketing agency with a wide scope
of clientele ranging from Hyundai to Kenmore. I worked with them
to redesign their landing page in a way that would help to better
communicate their brand’s persona and message while drawing interest
from potential clientele.
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EHP // Identity
Environmentally Helpful Products is pretty much exactly what it sounds
like. The challenge with rebranding the young company came in the form
of handling the unusually long name in a way that communicated the
brand’s mission in a memorable fashion.
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Nexix // Identity & Collateral
Nexix is an esports venture company focused on providing unique market
solutions. The brand’s identity was designed to communicate a forward
thinking and data driven persona within a heavily tech focused market.
The challenge with the brand’s 13 page Investment Opportunity deck was
to come up with a more digestible way to present the company’s core
business model attributes and market data.
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Trinity Studios // Identity & Web Design
Trinity’s rebrand required a reevaluation of how the company name fit
into the brand’s story and purpose. A new fundamental 3 pillar system
was developed around Identification, Creation, and Communication from
which the visual identity was then designed to encapsulate.
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